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ABSTRACT
Delay-tolerant Networking (DTN) enables communication in sparse
mobile ad-hoc networks and other challenged environments where
traditional networking fails and new routing and application protocols are required. Past experience with DTN routing and application protocols has shown that their performance is highly dependent on the underlying mobility and node characteristics. Evaluating DTN protocols across many scenarios requires suitable simulation tools. This paper presents the Opportunistic Networking
Environment (ONE) simulator specifically designed for evaluating DTN routing and application protocols. It allows users to create scenarios based upon different synthetic movement models and
real-world traces and offers a framework for implementing routing
and application protocols (already including six well-known routing protocols). Interactive visualization and post-processing tools
support evaluating experiments and an emulation mode allows the
ONE simulator to become part of a real-world DTN testbed. We
show sample simulations to demonstrate the simulator’s flexible
support for DTN protocol evaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Protocols; I.6.7 [Simulation and Modeling]: Simulation Support Systems

General Terms
Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Delay-tolerant Networking, Simulations, Routing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Personal communication devices, such as cellular phones, have
enabled voice and data communications to mobile users, achieving
global connectivity via infrastructure networks (cellular, WLAN).
Local connectivity among the devices may additionally be obtained
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by forming ad-hoc networks since the mobile devices are virtually
always turned on and have the necessary radio interfaces, processing power, storage capacity, and battery lifetime to act as routers.
However, such usually sparse ad-hoc networks generally cannot
support the type of end-to-end connectivity required by the classic
TCP/IP-based communications due to frequent topology changes,
disruptions, and network partitions caused by the node movement.
Instead, asynchronous message passing (also referred to as storecarry-forward networking) has been suggested to enable communication over the space-time paths that exist in these types of networks (e.g., Delay-tolerant Networking, DTN [10], Haggle [24]).
The performance of such opportunistic networks may vary significantly, depending on how the mobile nodes move, how dense
the node population is, and how far apart the sender and the receiver
are. Delivery latency may vary from a few minutes to hours or days,
and a significant fraction of the messages may not be delivered at
all. The key factors are the routing and forwarding algorithms used
and how well their design assumptions match the actual mobility
patterns. No ideal routing scheme has been found so far.
Simulations play an important role in analyzing the behavior of
DTN routing and application protocols. With typically sparsely
distributed nodes, DTN simulations abstract from the details of the
wireless link characteristics and simply assume that two nodes can
communicate when they are in range of one another. This allows
focusing on the evaluation of the DTN protocols—an approach we
follow in this paper. Instead of fully modeling the lower layers
we make simplifying assumptions about the data rates, the radio
ranges, and thus the resulting transfer volumes.
In sparse node populations, the space-time paths, which are exploited by the store-carry-forward communications, are composed
of the encounters between the nodes. The frequency, duration, and
other characteristics of these encounters are largely dependent on
the underlying mobility patterns. Evaluations of DTN protocols
have used a large variety of synthetic mobility models as well as
real-world mobility traces (which we review in section 2). While
synthetically generated node mobility allows for fine-tuning in many
respects, this usually covers only limited mobility characteristics.
In contrast, real-world traces often have only coarse temporal (e.g.,
scanning intervals in the order of several minutes) or spatial resolution (e.g., location determined from WLAN access point attachment) and coverage (e.g., only covering a campus area) and may
exhibit biases due to the user group chosen for sampling.
All these approaches may provide complementary data points
when assessing the performance of DTN protocols. What is important is that protocols are evaluated under different settings and
that these settings can be fine-tuned to match the intended application scenario(s) as closely as possible. In this paper, we present the
Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) simulator, a Java-

based tool offering a broad set of DTN protocol simulation capabilities in a single framework, designed based upon our experience
from analyzing numerous DTN routing and application protocols.1
Our contributions are twofold: 1) The ONE simulator offers an extensible simulation framework itself supporting mobility and event
generation, message exchange, DTN routing and application protocols, a basic notion of energy consumption, visualization and analysis, interfaces for importing and exporting mobility traces, events,
and entire messages. 2) Using this framework, we implemented
an extensive set of ready-to-use modules: six synthetic mobility
models that can be parameterized and combined to approximate
real-world mobility scenarios, six configurable well-known DTN
routing schemes, a set of base primitives to design application protocols, a basic battery and energy consumption model, several input/output filters for interacting with other simulators, and a mechanism for the integration with real-world testbeds. The ONE simulator is designed in a modular fashion, allowing extensions of virtually all functions to be implemented using well-defined interfaces.
This paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we review related work on DTNs and (related) simulations for mobility. We
introduce the architecture and different features of the ONE simulator in depth in section 3 and describe how ONE is used in emulation setups in section 4. We show example simulation results and
comment on the simulator’s performance in section 5. Section 6
concludes this paper with a summary and points out future work.

2.

RELATED WORK

In this paper, we focus on communication performance in delaytolerant ad-hoc networks comprising mobile nodes. Delay-tolerant
Networking [10] is increasingly applied to enable communication
in challenging networking environments, including sparse sensornets and opportunistic mobile ad-hoc networks. The DTNRG architecture [5] proposes a bundle layer as an overlay to bridge different (inter)networks. Nodes communicate via asynchronous messages of arbitrary size that are exchanged using the store-carry-andforward paradigm. Messages have a finite TTL and are discarded
when the TTL expires. They may also get dropped by a node due
to congestion, yielding a best-effort service. Application protocols
need to tolerate the delays resulting from the challenged environment and the risk that messages are not delivered in time or not
at all. Typical performance metrics for evaluating DTN protocol
performance are hence message delivery probability and latency.
Numerous routing and forwarding schemes have been proposed
over the past years (refer to [32] and [21] for overviews). Different
mechanisms are usually applied depending on whether the network
is primarily of mobile ad-hoc nature (e.g., mobile devices carried
by humans) or is based upon a (fixed or mobile) infrastructure (e.g.,
space networks, bus networks). Obviously, mixed networks exist as
well (e.g., mobile users supported by infrastructure nodes).
The primary difference between various DTN routing protocols
is the amount of information they have available to make forwarding decisions [13]. Ad-hoc DTNs usually apply variants of reactive
protocols. Flooding protocols such as epidemic routing [30] do not
use any information. Predictive protocols such as PRoPHET [19]
use past encounters of nodes to predict their future suitability to
deliver messages to a certain target whereas other protocols also
exploit further (explicitly configured) schedule and context information per node [18]. Furthermore, they differ in their replication
strategies, i.e., how many copies of a message they create which,
in turn, has a direct impact on the load incurred on the network.
Some protocols generate just a single copy [27] (e.g., First Contact
1
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[13], Direct Transmission/Delivery [27]), others a fixed number
limited by the sender [28] [26] while epidemic [30] and probabilistic [19] routing potentially create an “infinite” number of messages.
Scheduling strategies govern in which order messages are passed
when a communication opportunity occurs between two nodes. Finally, queue management strategies define when and which messages are deleted, e.g., if congestion occurs.
For evaluating the performance of DTN routing protocols, manifold settings have been used, mostly including some type of node
mobility. Mobility has been created (a) from synthetic mobility
models, (b) taken from traces obtained from real-world measurements, and (c) by evaluating code in the real-world. While a few
testbeds for (c) exist (such as DieselNet [3]) their flexibility is usually limited, large-scale operation “expensive”, and their use is typically limited to those running the testbed. Such testbeds may also
be used to obtain real-world traces (b) which can then be made
available to other researchers.
Various projects have collected traces of contacts (peers, times,
durations, and possibly positions) between Bluetooth devices [11],
between users and/or wireless access points [8], among others. The
CRAWDAD project2 provides a repository where numerous realworld traces are available.3 These traces offer insights into realworld interactions between mobile users from different angles and
constitute a valuable data source for validating the mobility and
connectivity characteristics obtained from synthetic models.
But also real-world traces have their limitations as—so far—the
population analyzed in these traces is naturally very limited and
may thus bias the results. Furthermore, the time granularity is often limited in order not to drain mobile device batteries too quickly:
e.g., the Haggle iMotes uses sensing intervals of 5 min so that many
contact opportunities may easily go undetected and contact durations can only be assessed equally coarsely. While this can be seen
to reflect energy constraints, the scanning interval cannot be adjusted afterwards. Finally, the results cannot be arbitrarily scaled,
thus limiting what can be evaluated.
The only option for flexible and scalable simulations is thus (a)
model-based synthetic mobility generation.4 Mobility models range
from simple entity models such as Random Waypoint to complex
ones such as Random Trip [2] to group mobility to community
models with major points of interest [4] to vehicular ones taking
street maps into account (e.g., [6]). Node velocity and pause times
may be adjusted to match pedestrians, vehicles, or other node types
and smooth turns, acceleration and deceleration may be added to
obtain more realistic behavior [1]. Specific models for vehicular
networking furthermore consider additional constraints from simple road setups to real-world maps on one hand and simple noninterfering vehicles to vehicular interaction (distance, speed) based
upon traffic flow models on the other. Approximations for footpath construction in and around buildings are used to make motion
more realistic and transmission range and performance is adapted
to model walls between mobile nodes [14].
In other areas (e.g., for epidemic spreading studies or traffic planning), more complex simulation models have been created mimicking the behavior of the population of an entire city [20]. Depending
on the precise setting, the latter may not have the proper focus for
evaluating ad-hoc interpersonal communications: TRANSIMS, for
example, allows modeling a population and their interaction at certain locations or in vehicles, but does not include details on the way
between such locations, which limits the suitability of the generated
2
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mobility data of pedestrians. In the case of TRANSIMS, detailed
vehicle information could be made available and has been used for
investigating MANET protocols [20].
Mobility generators for simple models are available for ns-2 and
ns-3, as part of their respective toolsets or as specific extensions
(e.g., [2]); both ns-2 and ns-3 accept suitably converted traces as
input.5 The latter also holds for various openly available DTN simulators (dtnsim [13] and dtnsim26 ) and numerous ones tailored to
specific research needs, based upon OMNet++, OPNET, or entirely
newly developed7 , all of which have rather limited support for DTN
routing protocols readily available. While ns-2 (and now ns-3)
and OMNet++ offer sound generic open simulation platforms for
packet-based communications and tools such as JANE [7] provide
specific support for MANETs, generic support for DTN simulation
is overall fairly limited. The ONE simulator contributes an environment for DTN protocol evaluation, embedding internal and external
mobility models, different DTN routing schemes, and interactive
inspection (similar to nsnam for ns-2) as well as post-processing.

3.

THE ONE SIMULATOR

At its core, ONE is an agent-based discrete event simulation engine. At each simulation step the engine updates a number of modules that implement the main simulation functions.
The main functions of the ONE simulator are the modeling of
node movement, inter-node contacts, routing and message handling. Result collection and analysis are done through visualization, reports and post-processing tools. The elements and their
interactions are shown in figure 1. A detailed description of the
simulator is available in [16] and the ONE simulator project page
[29] where the source code is also available.
Node movement is implemented by movement models. These
are either synthetic models or existing movement traces. Connectivity between the nodes is based on their location, communication
range and the bit-rate. The routing function is implemented by routing modules that decide which messages to forward over existing
contacts. Finally, the messages themselves are generated through
event generators. The messages are always unicast, having a single
source and destination host inside the simulation world.
Simulation results are collected primarily through reports generated by report modules during the simulation run. Report modules
receive events (e.g., message or connectivity events) from the simulation engine and generate results based on them. The results generated may be logs of events that are then further processed by the
external post-processing tools, or they may be aggregate statistics
calculated in the simulator. Secondarily, the graphical user interface (GUI) displays a visualization of the simulation state showing
the locations, active contacts and messages carried by the nodes.

3.1

Node Capabilities

The basic agents in the simulator are called nodes. A node models a mobile endpoint capable of acting as a store-carry-forward
router (e.g., a pedestrian, car or tram with the required hardware).
Simulation scenarios are built from groups of nodes in a simulation
world. Each group is configured with different capabilities.
Each node has a set of basic capabilities that are modeled. These
are radio interface, persistent storage, movement, energy consumption and message routing. Node capabilities such as the radio interface and persistent storage that involve only simple modeling are
5
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Figure 1: Overview of the ONE simulation environment

configured through parametrization (e.g., communication range, bitrate, peer scanning interval and storage capacity). More complex
capabilities such as movement and routing are configured through
specialized modules that implement a particular behavior for the
capability (e.g., different mobility models).
Modules in each node have access to the node’s basic simulation parameters and state, including the position, current movement
path, and current neighbors. This allows implementing, e.g., geographic routing and other context-specific algorithms. In addition,
modules can make any of their parameters available for other modules in the same node through an intermodule communication bus.
This way, for example, a movement module can change its behavior depending on the router module’s state or a router module can
adjust the radio parameters based on the node intercontact times.
The focus of the simulator is on modeling the behavior of storecarry-forward networking, and hence we deliberately refrain from
detailed modeling of the lower layer mechanisms such as signal attenuation and congestion of the physical medium. Instead, the radio
link is abstracted to a communication range and bit-rate. These are
statically configured and typically assumed to remain constant over
the simulation. However, the context awareness and dynamic link
configuration mechanisms can be used to adjust both range and bitrate depending on the surroundings, the distance between peers and
the number of (active) nodes nearby as suggested, e.g., in [14].
The node energy consumption model is based on an energy budget approach. Each node is given an energy budget which is spent
by energy consuming activities such as transmission or scanning
and can be filled by charging in certain locations (e.g., at home).
An inquiry mechanism allows other modules to obtain energy level
readings and adjust their actions (e.g., scanning frequency as in
[31], forwarding activity, or transmission power) accordingly.
Node movement capabilities are explained below in section 3.2
and the message routing capabilities in section 3.3.

3.2

Mobility Modeling

Node movement capabilities are implemented through mobility
models. Mobility models define the algorithms and rules that generate the node movement paths. Three types of synthetic movement
models are included: 1) random movement, 2) map-constrained
random movement, and 3) human behavior based movement.
The simulator includes a framework for creating movement models as well as interfaces for loading external movement data (see
3.5). Implementations of popular Random Walk (RW) and Random
Waypoint (RWP) are included. While these models are popular due
to their simplicity, they have various known shortcomings [4].
To better model real-world mobility, map-based mobility con-

strains node movement to predefined paths and routes derived from
real map data. Further realism is added by the Working Day Movement (WDM) model [9] that attempts to model typical human movement patters during working weeks.

3.2.1

Map-Based Mobility

Map-based movement models constrain the node movement to
paths defined in map data. The ONE simulator release includes
three map-based movement models: 1) Random Map-Based Movement (MBM), 2) Shortest Path Map-Based Movement (SPMBM),
and 3) Routed Map-Based Movement (RMBM). Furthermore, the
release contains map data of the Helsinki downtown area (roads
and pedestrian walkways) that the map-based movement models
can use. However, the movement models understand arbitrary map
data defined in (a subset of) Well Known Text (WKT). Such data
is typically converted from real-world map data or created manually using Geographic Information System (GIS) programs such as
OpenJUMP.8
In the simplest map-based model, MBM, nodes move randomly
but always follow the paths defined by the map data. This results
in a random walk of the network defined by the map data and thus
may not be a very accurate approximation of real human mobility.
A more realistic model is the SPMBM where, instead of a completely random walk, the nodes choose a random point on the map
and then follow the shortest route to that point from their current location. The points may be chosen completely randomly or from a
list of Points of Interest (POI). These POIs may be chosen to match
popular real-world destinations such as tourist attractions, shops
or restaurants. Finally, nodes may have pre-determined routes that
they follow, resulting in the RMBM model. Such routes may be
constructed to match, e.g., bus, tram or train routes.

3.2.2

Working Day Movement Model (WDM)

While high-level movement models such as RWP, MBM, and
SPMBM are simple to understand and efficient to use in simulations they do not generate inter-contact time and contact time distributions that match real-world traces, especially when the number
of nodes in the simulation is small. In order to increase the reality
of (human) node mobility, we have developed the Working Day
Movement (WDM) model [9] for ONE.
The WDM model brings more reality to the node movement by
modeling three major activities typically performed by humans during a working week: 1) sleeping at home, 2) working at the office,
and 3) going out with friends in the evening. These three activities are divided into corresponding sub-models between which the
simulated nodes transition depending on the time of the day.
Beyond the activities themselves, the WDM model includes three
different transport models. The nodes can move alone or in groups
by walking, driving or riding a bus. The ability to move alone or in
groups at different speeds increases the heterogeneity of movement
which has impact on the performance of, e.g., routing protocols.
Finally, WDM introduces communities and social relationships
which are not captured by simpler models such as RWP. The communities are composed from nodes which work in the same office,
spend time in the same evening activity spots or live together.
We have shown that the inter-contact time and contact time distributions generated by the WDM model follow closely the ones
found in the traces from real-world measurements [9].

3.3

Routing

The message routing capability is implemented similarly to the
movement capability: the simulator includes a framework for defin8
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ing the algorithms and rules used in routing and comes with ready
implementations of well known DTN routing protocols.
There are six included routing protocols: 1) Direct Delivery (DD),
2) First Contact (FC), 3) Spray-and-Wait, 4) PRoPHET, 5) MaxProp, and 6) Epidemic. This selection covers the most important classes of DTN routing protocols: single-copy, n-copy and
unlimited-copy protocols, as well as estimation based protocols.
Direct Delivery and First Contact are single-copy routing protocols where only one copy of each message exists in the network. In
Direct Delivery, the node carries messages until it meets their final
destination. In First Contact routing the nodes forward messages
to the first node they encounter, which results in a “random walk”
search for the destination node.
Spray-and-Wait [28] is an n-copy routing protocol that limits the
number of message copies created to a configurable maximum and
distributes (“sprays”) these copies to contacts until the number of
copies is exhausted. Both variants of Spray-and-Wait suggested by
its authors are included: in normal mode, a node gives one copy to
a contact, in binary mode half of the copies are forwarded. Once
only a single copy is left, it is forwarded only to the final recipient.
Three routing protocols perform variants of flooding. Epidemic
[30] replicates messages to all encountered peers, while PRoPHET
[19] tries to estimate which node has the highest “likelihood” of
being able to deliver a message to the final destination based on
node encounter history. MaxProp [3] floods the messages but explicitly clears them once a copy gets delivered to the destination. In
addition, MaxProp sends messages to other hosts in specific order
that takes into account message hop counts and message delivery
probabilities based on previous encounters.
Routing capabilities of simulators such as ns-2 or dtnsim2 can
also be used in conjunction with ONE. Report modules can export
mobility and connectivity data to other programs (modules for ns2 and dtnsim2 are included) and external scripts are then used to
import the results of routing simulation back into ONE (script for
dtnsim2 is included).
If the external routing simulation was run with a contact schedule created by the ONE simulator, as described in section 3.6, the
whole process from node movement to external simulator’s routing
decisions can be visualized and inspected using ONE.

Adding Routing Protocols
To evaluate new routing protocols in the ONE simulator, a new
routing module needs to be created for the respective protocol. All
routing modules inherit basic functionality, such as simple buffer
management and callbacks for various message-related events, from
the MessageRouter module. These callbacks are invoked by the
simulator engine for all kinds of events, e.g., when a new message
is created or a message is sent to the node. A router module needs
to handle these events and also define actions to be carried out at
every time step and the behavior when a new node comes into or
leaves the node’s radio range.
The basic functionality for all these events is common for the all
currently implemented routing modules with internal routing logic.
It is simply re-used for new routing protocols by extending the ActiveRouter module. This module provides functions for checking
if any of the currently buffered messages are destined to a neighboring node, offering sets of messages to neighboring nodes, and
dealing with successfully transferred and aborted message transfers, and it implements FIFO and random-ordering buffer management. For Epidemic, DD and FC routers no functionality beyond
this is needed, making their implementations straightforward.
More advanced routing modules may need to track node contacts and therefore implement the node discovery callback; e.g.,

PRoPHET and MaxProp perform their own book-keeping on past
encounters. State may also be attached to messages using a tagging
mechanism and thereby routing information may be forwarded across
the network. For example, the Spray-and-Wait router uses this
mechanism to include a copy count in every message.
When a simulation is run with the new routing module, the report
modules gather the same performance data of the routing process
as they do with the existing modules, so that comparing the performance of the new module to the existing ones is straightforward.

3.4

Application Support

The ONE simulator provides two ways to generate application
messages inside the simulation: 1) message generators, and 2) external event files. Messages may be unidirectional or generate replies
when they are received, approximating a request-response type application. Furthermore, the messages may include application specific information through generic (name, value) pairs attached to
them.
The built-in message generator creates messages with a random
or fixed source, destination, size, and interval. A separate tool for
generating message event files is also included. Any number of
such message event sources may be used concurrently in simulations. Messages are either unidirectional or tagged to expect a response, with separate control of the response size.
Application-specific headers and payloads may be attached to
the messages and nodes may be extended to support inspecting
message headers and contents along the way so that applicationaware forwarding can be realized, e.g., for content distribution.

3.5

them. This approach was used with real world DTN integration,
described in section 4.

3.6

Reporting and Visualization

ONE is able to visualize results of the simulation in two ways:
via an interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) and by generating
images from the information gathered during the simulation.
Figure 2 shows the GUI displaying the simulation in real-time.
Node locations, current paths, connections between nodes, number
of messages carried by a node, etc. are all visualized in the main
window. If a map-based movement model is used, also all the map
paths are shown. An additional background image (e.g., a raster
map or a satellite image of the simulation area) is shown below the
map paths if available. The view allows zooming and interactive
adjusting of the simulation speed.

Interfaces

An important feature of ONE is its ability to interact with other
programs and data sources. The simulator has interfaces, e.g., for
node movement, connectivity and message routing traces.
It is possible to generate node movement using an external program, such as TRANSIMS or BonnMotion9 , or from a real-world
GPS trace such as the ones available from CRAWDAD. Such a
trace file needs to be converted to a suitable form for the External Movement module. The distribution package contains a simple
script that can convert TRANSIMS output to this format.
Instead of node locations, many real-world traces contain only
information about connections between nodes. This kind of traces
can also be imported to ONE and used for routing simulations. For
this purpose we have created conversion scripts, e.g., for the DieselNet traces.10 We have also generated connectivity traces from the
real-time location data of trams in the Helsinki area.11
Like node movement and connection traces, also message traces
can be imported to ONE. These may include message creation and
deletion events, and starting and cancellation of message transfers.
This functionality is especially useful if ONE is used for analyzing traces generated by other DTN routing simulators or even realworld traces.
In addition to reading output of other programs, ONE can also
generate input traces for them. It has report modules whose output
is compatible with dtnsim and dtnsim2 connectivity trace input. In
a similar fashion, it is also possible to create mobility traces using a
mobility report module. If properly formatted, these traces are usable in, e.g., ns-2. This way ONE can function as a general purpose
mobility simulator.
While report files are an easy way to interact with other programs, a report module can also communicate in real time with
9
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the ONE simulator’s GUI
The GUI produces a filtered log of simulation events, such as
contacts and message transfers. Filters are used to show only interesting events, or to pause the simulation when a particular type of
event occurs. Selecting a node from a list or a log message opens
it for closer inspection. This allows retrieving further information
about the messages a node is carrying and about the routing module’s state.
While the GUI is good for getting an intuitive overall picture of
what is happening during the simulation, more rigorous ways to visualize node relations, message paths and performance summaries
are provided by post processed report files.
ONE includes report modules that can create Graphviz12 compatible graph files. Figure 3 shows how these graphs visualize node
connections and the paths that the messages have traveled in the
network. Likewise, for visualizing how messages are spread in the
network as a function of time, a message location report module
can provide this data and an animator script will turn the data into
a GIF animation.
The simulator includes a message statistics report module that
gathers statistics of overall performance (amount of created messages, message delivery ratio, how long messages stay in node
buffers, etc.). A post processing script that plots the report module’s output is also included.
12
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Figure 3: Example message paths from node p1 to p2

3.7

Creating Simulation Scenarios

Simulation scenarios are built by defining the simulated nodes
and their capabilities. This includes defining the basic parameters
such as storage capacity, transmit range and bit-rates, as well as
selecting and parameterizing the specific movement and routing
models to use. Some simulation settings such as simulation duration and time granularity also need to be defined.
The simulator is configured using simple text-based configuration files that contain the simulation, user interface, event generation, and reporting parameters. All modules have their high-level
behavior defined by their Java code implementation, but their the
details of their behavior is adjustable using the configuration subsystem. Many of the simulation parameters are configurable separately for each node group but groups can also share a set of parameters and only alter the parameters that are specific for the group.
The configuration system also allows defining of an array of values for each parameter hence enabling easy sensitivity analysis: in
batch runs, a different value is chosen for each run so that large
amounts of permutations are explored.
If configuring existing implementations of different modules is
insufficient for creating a specific scenario, ONE can also be extended with new code. We have introduced several hooks for extensions without a need for any changes in other parts of the simulator code. This allows sharing new modules as plugins and using
them with different versions without needing to patch rest of the
simulator. Routing modules, movement models, event generators
and report modules are all dynamically loaded when the simulator
is started. Hence, when creating a new module, user only needs to
create and compile a new class, define its name in the configuration
file, and the simulator automatically loads it when the scenario is
started. All these modules can also have any number of settings
defined in the configuration files and these settings are accessible
to the module when it is loaded.

4.

REAL-WORLD DTN INTEGRATION

The ONE simulator has been designed to be used in conjunction
with DTN213 in order to provide a realistic environment for testing
and evaluating real-world DTN applications. The DTN2 bundle
router (dtnd) is the reference implementation of the DTNRG bundle protocol [25]. DTN2 implements convergence layers such as
TCP, UDP and Bluetooth, routing algorithms such as epidemic and
PRoPHET, and neighborhood discovery mechanisms such as Bonjour. Applications can use the DTN2 API to take advantage of the
bundle delivery services provided by the bundle router.
There are two interaction models between ONE and the DTN2
reference implementation: 1) Controlling dtnds through their console interface based upon connectivity data exported by the ONE
simulator, and 2) real-time integration using the simulator to emu13
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late all or parts of a DTN. In the first approach, ONE is only used
for providing realistic, mobility model based connectivity characteristics to a network of DTN2 nodes. In the second approach, ONE
is used to emulate all aspects of a DTN network including mobility, routing, radio link characteristics and node storage constraints
while DTN2 is used mainly for providing the application interface.

4.1

DTN Controller

Traces generated by ONE’s connectivity report modules are suitable to control the link status between dtnd instances. This requires
an external DTN Controller that reads the contact trace files produced by the ONE simulator and controls the dtnds through their
console interfaces. The connectivity traces report each event of a
link between two nodes going up or down and the time instance
when it occurred. The controller reads these events sequentially
and instructs the corresponding dtnd instances to open or close the
specified link. Real-time operation is achieved by scheduling issuing the control commands according to the trace file’s timestamps.
This approach allows the network of bundle routers to run independently if the ONE simulator instance. This is practical for
creating long lived, robust testbeds. We have experimented with
a DTN Controller (not part of the ONE release) to create a testbed
network that simulates buses running between Ruoholahti in downtown Helsinki and the Helsinki University of Technology in Espoo
roughly eight kilometers away. This was done by generating a simulation scenario for ONE which modeled buses traveling between
the two locations over a 24 hour period and then running a simulation to produce the connectivity trace. Our DTN2 controller uses
the trace to open and close links between dtnd instances resulting
in a connectivity pattern that resembles having real bundle routers
in the buses. The testbed is used for experimenting with various applications, such as a DTN camera application that takes and returns
pictures upon receiving a corresponding request.

4.2

DTN Emulation Support

In order to take advantage of all of the ONE simulator’s features
when creating an emulated environment for real DTN applications,
real-time integration with the DTN2 reference implementation is
required. For this purpose ONE implements the External Convergence Layer Interface of DTN2. This allows the simulator to connect to dtnd instances as an external convergence layer adapter, appearing as a link in the DTN2 link table. Any bundles passed onto
this link by DTN2 will appear as new messages in ONE. The simulator also controls dtnds via the console interface to automatically
set up the routing to pass bundles to and from the link.
It is possible to connect any number of DTN2 instances at the
same time. Each instance is configured to match a specific node
inside the simulation with a mapping from the Endpoint Identifiers (EIDs) used in the bundle protocol to the node IDs used by
the ONE simulator. The EID mapping uses regular expressions allowing one node to have any number of matching EIDs as well as
allowing one EID to match any number of nodes. When a bundle arrives from dtnd ONE matches the destination EID against the
configured EID to node ID mappings and generates a bundle message to each matching destination. After this the bundle messages
are treated identically to all other messages inside the simulation.
Once a bundle message reaches its destination inside the simulation it is delivered to the dtnd instance connected to the destination
node.
The DTN Emulation Support has been used to provide a realistic
scenario for demonstrating an implementation of mail over DTN
[12]. A simple scenario for the ONE simulator was constructed
that mimicked the layout of an exhibition hall with a number of

DTN-capable nodes moving around the area. Multiple devices,
such as Internet tablets, running dtnd and DTN email applications
were connected to the simulator. As messages were sent from these
devices they appeared in the ONE simulation, traveled around until
they found their destination, and then appeared in the real device
they were destined to. ONE was run in the GUI mode showing in
real-time the messages as they traveled between the nodes.

5.

SAMPLE SIMULATIONS

We have carried out specific simulations to assess the impact
of selected aspects of mobility modeling on the simulation results.
These simulations are exemplary in nature to demonstrate the capabilities of the ONE simulator and not intended to compare or otherwise assess the performance of different protocols for the given
scenario. They complement the findings from our technical report
[17] which we refer to as appropriate to limit our scope here.
For our simulations, we assume interpersonal communication
between mobile users in a city using modern mobile phones or similar devices, using Bluetooth at 2 Mbit/s net data rate with 10 m radio range. We observed that WLAN radios with 100 m radio range
have only a minor impact and do not change the elementary interaction characteristics [17] so that we limit our discussion here to
the Bluetooth case. The mobile devices have up to 100 MB of free
buffer space for storing and forwarding messages (flash memory
may mostly be occupied by music or photos.)
We have 544 and 1029 mobile nodes (humans, cars and trams)—
referred to as small and large scenario, respectively—which move
in a terrain of 8300×7300 m. The area is either an open space (for
simple mobility models) or a part of the Helsinki city area as depicted in figure 4 (for map-based movement). In addition to normal
roads, we have added several tram routes to the map. We choose
three different scanning intervals: 0 s which means that nodes are
always on, 60 s and 300 s which mean that a node sleeps for the
respective interval after losing contact with other nodes. We use
three mobility models from section 3.2:
RWP. As a baseline, we use the Random Waypoint Model with
all nodes modeled as pedestrians moving at random speeds of 0.5–
1.5 m/s with pause times of 0–120 s (both uniformly distributed)
in an open space. With RWP, the space is slightly larger than for
the other models because the rectangular shape includes those map
sections which are covered by the Baltic Sea.
HCS. A simple map-based movement model is the Helsinki City
Scenario described above: we use six trams following predefined
routes; two thirds of the remaining nodes are pedestrians and one
third are cars. Cars run at 10–50 km/h and trams at 25–36 km/h with
pause times of of 10–120 s and 10–30 s, respectively (all uniformly
distributed). The pedestrians and cars choose random destinations
in their reach on the map and move there following the shortest
path. As our earlier results [17] showed that varying the numbers
of trams and cars has some impact but does not change the basic
communication characteristics, we stick to a single scenario.
WDM. To approach realistic movement, we use the Working Day
Movement model with the settings from [9] for the large and from
[15] for the small scenario. Both follow the default scenario from
section 5 in [9]. The reduced number of nodes is achieved by
shrinking all the group sizes proportionally leaving the basic contact characteristics unchanged.

5.1

Mobility and Connectivity

Since WDM models daily routines of working days, we choose a
simulation duration of five days plus one day for mobility warmup
and one day for routing/messaging warmup and use this across all
mobility scenarios. For each of the three mobility scenarios in-
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Figure 4: Helsinki simulation area (map data provided by
Maanmittauslaitos, 2007)

troduced above, we conducted ten simulation runs using different
random seeds and present the mean values as results.
To characterize the impact of the mobility models, we have analyzed the inter-contact times and the contact durations, and the total connectivity time between any two nodes. We observe that the
node density does not fundamentally affect the connectivity distribution: when doubling the number of nodes, the contact frequency
increases expectedly (leading to slightly reduced inter-contact times)
as does the contact duration.
The differences between the three scenarios are more interesting:
We plot the complementary cumulative distribution (CCDF) of the
inter-contact times and the contact durations in figures 5a–f) for all
mobility models and scanning intervals. The different shapes of
the curves show the impact of the mobility models on connectivity: RWP leads to shorter contact durations (a–c) because nodes
move into arbitrary directions rather than along roads (as in HCS
and WDM); they do not meet in offices either. The more realistic mobility becomes, the longer the contact durations get. HCS
and even more so WDM have “bumps” in their contact durations
around 10 s, coinciding with two people move into opposite directions at a mean walking speed of 1 m/s and a connectivity range of
10 m. With increasing reality, inter-contact times (d–f) get shorter
and follow a distribution found from real-world traces [9]. Scanning intervals significantly influence the frequency of contact and
thus the overall connectivity (see next subsection), which is also
reflected in figure 5: since the radio remains active while in contact and nodes may miss many opportunities while sleeping, the
relative duration per contact is shifted towards longer periods and
relative inter-contact times get shorter. For RWP, the unrestricted
motion paired with scanning intervals of 60 s or 300 s does not yield
reportable inter-contact times as nodes rarely find each other (d).
Figures 5g–i) show the energy level of individual nodes based
upon a 450 mAh battery, using the energy consumption for Bluetooth as derived in [31] and the motion of one day with messages
generated every 20–30 min as an example (see next subsection).
While RWP exhibits a fairly uniform energy usage over the simulation time, HCS and WDM show an increasing stress on a subset
of nodes: those which are more central or exhibit the most social
interactions with others. Note that this includes buses and trams
which would not run on battery power.
Figure 6 shows the differences in the total contact durations.
RWP yields a significantly lower total contact duration than HCS
and WDM. WDM and HCS are in the same order of magnitude;
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Figure 5: Mobile node contact characteristics as a function of the mobility model

note, however, that WDM nodes sleep at night while nodes in HCS
move permanently. WDM is less susceptible to scanning intervals
as nodes exhibit more continuous co-location so that a) they may
remain in contact while in the office for longer periods and b) occasional scans are less likely to miss other nodes when they are
around all the time. Comparing the total contact times between the
small and the large scenarios, the total contact duration grows by a
factor of roughly two for the two map-based movement models and
by about 1.3 for RWP, irrespective of the scanning interval settings.

5.2

DTN Messaging

In this subsection, we provide an example for DTN messaging
simulations. For the DTN messaging simulations, we use a shorter
simulation interval as we are not interested in the longer-term contact characteristics, but rather in the opportunities to exchange messages during a single day. We assume that all users have Internet
access at home or hotel so that messages would get delivered over
night. We define a day to last for 18 hours (from 6:00 to 24:00) and
are interested in message delivery during such a day. Hence, we
choose a message lifetime (TTL) of 16 hours.
We use all routing protocols implemented in the ONE simulator: FirstContact (FC), DirectDelivery (DD), Epidemic, PRoPHET
(with β = 0.25), Binary Spray and Wait (SnW) with 6 message
copies, and MaxProp.14 We use the node configuration of the small
scenario (544 nodes) defined above. Random source nodes gener14

We limit the parameter settings for PRoPHET and Spray and Wait
based upon our earlier experience [17].
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Figure 6: Mean total contact duration per node

ate messages to a random destination on average once per 20–30
minutes (uniformly distributed). We use message sizes uniformly
distributed between 500 KB and 1 MB. We run the simulations for
the mobility models investigated above using the five different random seeds and report the mean one-way message delivery characteristics for a subset of these permutations.
The above observations and particularly the impact of the mobility models on the protocol performance become apparent from
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Figure 7: Message delivery probability

figure 7 which shows the message delivery probability within 18
hours.15 We observe significant differences that, again, show the
relevance of the mobility model for protocol performance—and
they show the strong effect of increased scanning intervals.
Without fragmentation, node contacts are not long enough for
RWP for effective message passing, which explains the low delivery rate for RWP. HCS shows better delivery rates than WDM because nodes move continuously and across a wider range and have
thus better chances of successful message delivery; note that for the
messages, the choice of source and destination does not follow the
social structure of groups underlying the mobility model.
We also investigated simple application interactions, e.g., requestresponse protocols with different message size characteristics, confirming that node contact durations are one important factor since
large messages are less likely to be delivered in non-congested scenarios [17]. We implemented different fragmentation schemes in
the ONE simulator (not included in the current open source distribution) and studied their impact on message delivery performance
for all routing protocols protocols discussed above. We found that
conservative on-demand fragmentation with pre-defined fragmentation boundaries improves the delivery rate for large messages in
the simulated scenarios (RWP and HCS) [23].

5.3

Performance Observations

The ONE simulator offers a framework for evaluating DTN protocols and, as such, its performance primarily depends on the evaluated protocols and their computational and memory requirements.
Naturally, the performance depends on the size of the simulation
area, the number of nodes, their communication range, the mobility model, and the scanning intervals which together govern the
frequency of connection events.
Simulations usually run much faster than real-time, but complex
simulation setups and large state space may cause significant slowdown. The simulator continuously reports the ratio of simulation
time per second of real-time elapsed, which gives some performance indication. For the simulations presented above, we used
three rack-mounted Linux PCs with multi-core Intel x86 CPUs
(2.9–3.7 GHz) and 8–128 GB of RAM (but most simulations also
run on commodity PCs or laptops). For the large scenario, we observed mean simulation speeds ranging from 40:1 to well beyond
1000:1 depending on the PC, the mobility model, and the routing
protocols; only MaxProp was notably slower (as low as 10:1 and
less). The mobility models primarily affect the number of node
encounters and influence simulation speed indirectly so that RWP
15

The message delivery latency and the CDF of the fraction of delivered messages over time did not yield further insights.
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runs faster than WDM which is again faster than HCS; HCS and
particularly WDM also require more computations than RWP. Increasing the scanning intervals impacts the number of encounters;
using 60 s reduced the simulation time by up to one fourth in HCS
and WDM. Finally, increasing the radio range leads to more encounters and thus generates more events to process, slowing down
simulations depending on the scenario (we observed a factor of 5–
10 when moving from 10 m to 100 m radio range).
The routing protocols influence performance by the number of
message copies they create and thus FC, DD, and SnW run faster
than epidemic and PRoPHET. Sophisticated routing protocols, such
as MaxProp, that require a lot of state information per node and
connection and perform complex processing, may slow down simulations with a large number of nodes and frequent encounters, also
requiring a lot of RAM for the Java Virtual Machine.
The simulation speed also depends on the simulation time resolution, i.e., the intervals at which the simulation time is advanced.
This interval is adjustable and doubling the interval may often make
the simulation run almost two times faster. We ran the above simulations with a time resolution of 1.0 s, noting that earlier experiments yielded similar simulation results for 1.0 s and 0.1 s [17].
For scenarios with larger radio ranges and/or slowly moving nodes,
even coarser granularity may be sufficient.
All in all, the present version of the ONE simulator is capable
of supporting sizeable simulation setups of some thousand nodes.
In our experiments, simulation durations ranged from between five
and tens of minutes for the simulations of section 5.2 (except for
MaxProp which took several hours in some cases) to some three
hours for those of section 5.1.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the ONE simulator, an opportunistic networking evaluation system that offers a variety of tools
to create complex mobility scenarios that come closer to reality
than many other synthetic mobility models. GPS map data provides the scenario setting and node groups with numerous different
parameters are used to model a wide variety of independent node
activities and capabilities. The Working Day Movement model allows recreating complex social structures and features such as scanning intervals add further aspects of reality and heterogeneity to the
modeling. All these aspects may matter as our simple examples
have shown. With its flexible input and output interfaces, the ONE
simulator can incorporate real-world traces and feeds from other
mobility generators as well as generate mobility traces for use by
other simulators. Its DTN framework currently includes six parameterizable DTN routing protocols and two types of application
messaging. Its visualization component is used for instant sanity
checks, deeper inspection, or simply to observe node movements
in real-time—which broadens its applicability beyond DTN studies. Particularly the integration with the DTN reference implementation allows creating testbeds and emulations.
The ONE simulator still has numerous limitations and will hardly
ever be complete. Our short-term interest is in better modeling the
node-to-node communication characteristics by learning from realworld measurements and other simulation models and deriving a
sensible abstraction. Furthermore, message generation activity will
need to take into account group relationships and context information. Finally, further refinements to the Working Day Mobility model are needed to provide better modeling of buildings and
of traffic; we are interested in learning and importing from other
simulation environments.
We are using and continuously advancing the ONE simulator in
our ongoing DTN research, as a mobility generator and as a full

simulator, e.g., for our work on opportunistic content caching in
DTNs [22] and we apply it in our DTN graduate course.16 We
maintain an open source distribution of the simulator; the current
release (1.3.0) includes all the features described in this paper [29].
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